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fibers shape, length, and slenderness must be taken into account in addition to the steel and concrete
matrix properties. Moreover, it is also necessary to take into account the orientation and distribution
of the fibers inside the concrete bulk. The fracture energy and the residual strength increase because
of the presence of steel fibers into plain concrete, particularly, in tension.

Several test methods may be used to determine, direct or indirectly, the tensile behavior of SFRC.
Bending tests of prismatic beam specimens are the most used to characterize the post-cracking
response of SFRC. These can be either based on three-point tests [1,2] or four-point tests [3]. Other
methods have also been used for the material characterization; some of them are indirect tension
tests—splitting test [4] and Barcelona test ([5], UNE 83515)—and direct tension tests [6]. Barcelona
test is the extension of the double punch test [5] to the post-cracking response of SFRC. In spite of
being the uniaxial tensile test, the more direct approach to characterize SFRC in tension, presents
difficulties inherent to their execution which hugely limit their use and current application [7], and
the number of results available.

Once SFRC is characterized experimentally, a numerical modeling tool is necessary to describe
the response of this material in more complex setups.

A number of authors have recently introduced new models for SFRC. For instance, a numerical
model considering an elasto-plastic material model for plain concrete with an exponential softening
law turning into a linear softening law once all the fibers are activated is presented in [8]. The crack
propagation in SFRC considering a fracture mechanics approach is simulated in [9].

On the other hand, in [10], the compressive damage zone model (which is defined for plain con-
crete [11]) is adapted for SFRC, adding extra parameters corresponding to steel fibers. The same
author studies the tensile behavior of SFRC considering a numerical model presented by [12]. Also
in [12], pullout tests are used to characterize fibers behavior keeping conformal the concrete and
fiber meshes, similar as presented in [10].

Another approach comes from the numerical model for reinforced concrete, such as the one pre-
sented in [13] in which concrete is modeled considering a cohesive model based on a continuum
strong discontinuity approach, fibers are considered as an elasto-plastic model, and the interface is
modeled using contact-friction elements.

Some analytical expressions providing constitutive equations for SFRC based on direct or inverse
approaches giving macroscopic approximations are presented in [14]. In such constitutive models,
SFRC is supposed to be an homogeneous material, useful for macromodeling the material behavior.
However, the main drawbacks of this approach are that the homogenization process is not easy, and
the homogenized models do not account for the actual distribution of the fibers.

Most of the numerical methods proposed in the past have a common characteristic: concrete bulk
and fiber cloud meshes are conformal (with geometrical matching). Therefore, building up a con-
formal mesh for the whole system is cumbersome and computationally expensive. For pullout tests,
considering only one fiber, conformal meshes are useful and relatively easy to generate. However, if
several fibers are considered, these models are severely limited because of their computational cost.

There are, however, previous attempts of using nonconformal meshes. These strategies were first
introduced for standard reinforced concrete and recently, also for SFRC. For instance, [15] and [16]
introduce the idea of embedded reinforcement approach to deal with structures including curved
walls with regular reinforcements. A similar idea is presented in [17] for concrete structures dis-
cretized with structured meshes and curved or draped reinforcements. Reference [18] introduces a
nonconformal approach to model Fiber Reinforced Concrete (FRC) based on the partition-of-the-
unity finite element method. In [19], the nonlinear behavior of FRC is presented following the same
ideas introduced in [18]. Moreover, in [20], only a background mesh (corresponding to the concrete
matrix) is considered, and the fibers (not discretized explicitly to ensure computational efficiency of
the model) are represented by interaction forces.

In the present work, an alternative for modeling numerically SFRC is presented, introduced in
[21]. The goal is to avoid conformal meshes and homogenized models. In the current proposal,
concrete and fiber meshes are independent, nonconformal, and the actual geometry of all the fibers
is defined inside the concrete mesh. Moreover, although concrete and fiber models interact, they are
defined independently. The main idea considered herein for coupling the two models is based on the
immersed boundary (IB) methods [22–24], which were introduced for a fluid with a solid immersed
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Figure 3. Fiber parametrization.

where ı0 is the Dirac delta, and f .s/ is a force density distributed along the fiber line and defined
as

f .s/D
d �S .uS /

d s
t (4)

being �S , a unidimensional stress defined in the fiber, and t, the unit vector in this direction. Fibers
are considered with no bending stiffness, therefore, f .s/ is defined as aligned with the longitudinal
direction (normal to the cross section).

3. DISCRETE APPROACH FOR COUPLING THE MODEL FOR THE CONCRETE BULK
AND FIBER CLOUD

The problem is discretized defining independently one mesh for the concrete bulk and one mesh
for the fiber cloud. The mesh for the concrete bulk is kept simple while preserving the geometrical
features of the sample, for instance, the notch, see Figure 4. The discretization of the fiber cloud
is a series of straight bar elements (in the examples included in this work each fiber is discretized
with five elements). No conformity or geometrical matching is enforced between the discretizations
of the concrete bulk and fiber cloud. For a given discretization, the corresponding unknowns of the
discrete problem are the nodal values of the displacements in the concrete bulk and in the steel fiber
cloud. These nodal vectors are denoted by uc and us , respectively, and they are a priori independent.
The displacement compatibility must be enforced specifically. The discrete form of the equilib-
rium equations (2) (equilibrium in the concrete bulk), is expressed in terms of nodal force vectors
and reads

F int
c D F

ext
c CFs!c , (5)

where the nodal vector F ext
c is the discrete version of the external force vector and accounts for

the effect of bC and gN , Fs!c stands for the discrete form of f
S!C

and F int
c corresponds to the

internal forces, that is, the discrete vector version of �r � � .u/.
A similar expression holds for the equilibrium in the fiber cloud

F int
s D F

ext
s CFc!s (6)

where the first terms are analogous to the previous equation, and Fc!s is an interaction force from
the concrete bulk into the steel fibers.
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Figure 4. Nonconforming meshes for the concrete bulk and fiber cloud.

3.1. Linear case

In the case the concrete bulk is assumed to be linear, the following relation holds F int
c DKcuc , being

Kc as the stiffness matrix of the concrete bulk. In the same basis, if the mechanical behavior of the
fibers is linear, one has that F int

s D Ksus , being Ks as the stiffness matrix of the fiber cloud. The
displacement compatibility between the displacement fields in the concrete bulk and fiber cloud,
uc and us is expressed in algebraic form via the projection operator …: us D …uc . This linear
restriction is enforced via the Lagrange multipliers method. When added to the discrete equilibrium
equations (5) and (6), the following system yields24 Kc 0 …T

0 Ks �Is
… �Is 0

3524 uc
use�

35D
24 F ext

c

F ext
s

0

35 ,

Note that the number of rows of the matrix … corresponds to the number of DOF of the fibers,
and its number of columns is the number of DOF of the concrete bulk.

In order to identify the discrete interaction forces, Fs!c and Fc!s , the previous system is
rewritten as 8̂<̂

:
Kcuc D F

ext
c �…

Te� concrete equilibrium

Ksus D F
ext
s C

e� fiber cloud equilibrium

…uc D us displacement compatibility

that is, the interaction force from the fibers to the concrete is Fs!c.us/D�…Te�, and the interaction
force from the concrete to the fibers is precisely the Lagrange multiplier, Fc!s.uc/De�.

In the remainder of the paper and according with the hypothesis of neglecting the volume of the
steel fibers, the external forces on the fibers are also assumed to be zero, F ext

s D 0.

Remark 1
Essential boundary conditions in the concrete bulk. In SFRC, Dirichlet boundary conditions are
imposed only in the concrete bulk. The general form of a linear restriction is Au�c D u

�
D , A being

a rectangular matrix and u�D the vector of prescribed values. Considering Lagrange multipliers for
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imposing these boundary conditions, the concrete stiffness (Kc), displacement (uc), and the external
forces (F ext

c ) are defined as follows:

Kc D

�
K�c AT

A 0

�
, uc D

�
u�c
��

�
and F ext

c D

�
F ext�
c

u�D

�
being K�c and u�c , the structural concrete stiffness and displacement, respectively, without the
Lagrange multipliers. Vector �� is the Lagrange multiplier, and F ext�

c represents the external load
applied in the concrete bulk.

Therefore, the system to be solved for the problem considering the Lagrange multipliers method
without accounting for the fibers interaction would be

Kcuc D F
ext
c �

Thus, this allows writing in a unified manner the loading term, both if displacements or forces are
prescribed.

3.2. Nonlinear case

In a realistic case, fibers and concrete are modeled as nonlinear materials. Thus, the general form of
the discrete nonlinear system to be solved reads

F int
c .uc/D F

ext
c CFs!c.us/

F int
s .us/D Fc!s.uc/

…uc D us

A classical incremental-iterative approach is used. The external load is split into loading steps.
The external load in the concrete at step k is denoted by F ext,k

c . The generic load increment is
denoted by �F ext

c , such that F ext,kC1
c D F ext,k

c C �F ext
c (for the sake of simplicity, the notation

omits the dependence on k of the increments).
It is assumed that equilibrium is reached for step k (step k is converged), namely ukc , uks , F kc!s ,

and F ks!c are known and satisfy

F int
c .u

k
c /D F

ext,k
c CF kc!s

F int
c .u

k
c /D F

k
s!c

…ukc D u
k
s

Then, we seek the solution at the next step kC 1. The problem reads, given the solution at step k
and �F ext

c , find ukC1c , ukC1s , F kC1c!s , and F kC1s!c satisfying

F int
c .u

kC1
c /D F ext,kC1

c CF kC1c!s D F
ext,k
c C�F ext

c CF
kC1
c!s

F int
s .u

kC1
s /D F kC1s!c

…ukC1c D ukC1s

In order to solve the incremental nonlinear problem, an iterative method is used. Iterations are
required for finding �uc and �us such as

ukC1c D ukc C�uc

ukC1s D uks C�us

Therefore, assuming the approximation

F int
c .u

kC1
c /� F int

c .u
k
c /CKc�uc

F int
s .u

kC1
c /� F int

s .u
k
s /CKs�us

,
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the initial trial increment (iteration i D 0) aims at determining the approximations ıuc,0 and ıus,0
to �uc and �us . The first iteration is then computed by solving the following system of equations:24 Kc 0 …T

0 Ks �If
… �If 0

3524 ıuc,0

ıus,0e�
35D

24 �F ext
c

0

0

35 �
beinge� as the corresponding Lagrange multiplier.

For the next iterations, i D 1, 2, 3 : : :, the displacement increments are assumed to have the form
�uc �

Pi
jD0 ıuc,j and �us �

Pi
jD0 ıus,j .

Because the approximation to ukC1c and ukC1s at iteration i � 1 is available, the residual is
computed as

rc,i�1 D F
ext,kC1
c �F int

c .u
kC1
c /�…Te�

rs,i�1 D F
int
s .u

kC1
s /�e�

The next iteration i is obtained solving24 Kc 0 …T

0 Ks �If
… �If 0

3524 ıuc,i

ıus,ie�
35D

24 rc,i�1

rs,i�1
0

35 �
For each loading step, the iteration loop is performed until convergence is reached. The stopping

criterion consists in fulfilling simultaneously the following conditions: krc,ik < tolr , krs,ik < tolr
and k�uc,ik < tolu, being tolr and tolu the prescribed tolerances for the residual and the
displacement, respectively.

4. MODELING THE NONLINEAR BEHAVIOR: A PHENOMENOLOGICAL MESOMODEL

The approach introduced earlier allows defining the constitutive models for the concrete bulk and
steel fiber cloud independently. This section is devoted to describe the models used for both mate-
rials. A classical nonlocal damage model is proposed for concrete. The steel fiber cloud is modeled
using an elasto-plastic mesomodel accounting for the interaction between plain concrete and steel
fibers.

4.1. Plain concrete

Concrete is a brittle material which can be modeled considering both continuous and discontinuous
models. In [25], two different alternatives are considered for plain concrete. On one hand, a con-
tinuous model is known as Mazars damage model. In this case, the model is considered nonlocal
in order to avoid mesh dependence. The failure pattern is obtained, and the value of the maximum
vertical load (which is the variable chosen for validation of numerical models) is satisfactory. On
the other hand, a discontinuous model is considered; the failure pattern is known a priori (through
the experimental and numerical results from considering the continuous model) and it is modeled
considering joint elements (allowing both sliding and separation), whereas the rest of the specimen
is elastic. Although it is necessary to know the fracture pattern before the simulation, the results are
also close to the experimental ones.

Therefore, these alternatives can be considered for modeling plain concrete, as well as any other
nonlinear model available and suitable for plain concrete.

Another useful damage model is the one presented in [26] with less material parameters and eas-
ier to control than the Mazars damage model. For the examples in the present work, this damage
model is considered. The general formulation of this damage model is introduced in [26] and [27].
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In the latter, the author shows that the model is regularized because it involves an internal length
parameter.

4.2. Steel fibers and concrete-fiber interaction

The model considered for steel fibers accounts for the whole process of slipping and debonding
of the fiber into plain concrete, and precisely, allows capturing the whole behavior between the
fibers and plain concrete bulk. Therefore, an elasto-plastic angle dependent model with softening
is adopted for the steel fibers. The interaction is modeled with the monolithic model imposing dis-
placement compatibility described in the previous sections of the present paper (based in the IBM).
The concept of monolithic strategy is used here by opposition to the strategy devised in [21] in
which the linear system of equations is solved using a staggered scheme corresponding to a block
Gauss–Seidel method.

An alternative approach would be considering steel fibers being modeled with an elasto-plastic
model and the interaction between concrete and fibers defined describing the whole process (slip-
ping, folding, debonding, etc.). Although the steel fiber model would be easy, the interaction is more
complex to perform.

The mesomodel for the steel fibers is expected to account for the whole interaction process
between concrete and fibers and to characterize the behavior of the steel fibers. This aims at
describing the effect of different phenomena, resulting in a global behavior at the mesoscale. The
mesomodel is assumed to include in a single constitutive relation the effects of the nonlinear behav-
ior of the steel, the slipping, folding, debonding, and also the sliding of the fiber with respect to the
concrete. Thus, the constitutive equations of steel fibers are deduced from experimental results and
analytical descriptions of pullout tests.

Fiber-pullout tests have been used to characterize and optimize the bond strength on fiber rein-
forced concrete for decades because they allow evaluating the crack bridging capacity provided by
fibers in brittle cementitious matrices [14]. Moreover, the activation of toughening mechanisms in
SFRC requires growing matrix crack to be deflected at the fiber-concrete interface which is repre-
sented by pullout tests. Therefore, the description of the pullout response covers the most significant
phenomena with which crack bridging of SFRC can be explained. However, pullout and bond-slip
relations are sensitive to fiber orientation. Thus, different orientations of the fibers must be taken
into account in order to capture the whole interaction process.

Pullout tests describes all the phenomena of the SFRC not only for straight fibers (fiber debond-
ing, matrix spalling, frictional sliding, and fiber removal), but also for hooked fibers (which are the
same for the case of straight fibers but with plastic deformations, magnifying the matrix spalling
effects).

Pullout tests consist of a plain concrete specimen with only one steel fiber immersed on it, which
is pulled out. In Figure 5, the scheme of a pullout test is presented. Fortunately, there is a recent ana-
lytical phenomenological description of pullout tests available based on experimental results [14].
These analytical expressions depend on the angle between the fiber and load direction (�), repre-
sented in Figure 5, and on the shape of the fiber, which can be straight or hooked (as displayed in
Figure 6). The whole expressions are described in Appendix A.

For the case of considering straight fibers, the pullout results presented in [28] are reproduced
in Figure 7. Different results are presented considering different orientations of the fibers (with
reference to the load direction).

In the present work, the outputs from the pullout tests, crack width, and pullout load (w,P ) are
translated into the constitutive equations for the steel fibers (", � ) following the expressions for a
given discretization of the steel fibers

P ! � D
P

Afiber � cos�

w! "D

´
w �cos�
L

if w 6 w1
w1�cos�
L
C .w�w1/�cos�

Lelem
if w > w1
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5. EXAMPLES

After describing the numerical approach for modeling plain concrete, two numerical examples are
presented. On one hand, two pullout tests considering different orientations of the fibers are showed,
and on the other hand, a direct tension test is simulated. Both cases are academic examples in two
dimensions under the condition of plane stress.

In all the examples presented in the present work, plain concrete is modeled with the damage
model explained in [26]. For all cases such as plain concrete and SFRC, the material parameters
considered are the same (Table I).

5.1. Pullout test

Herein, two pullout tests are reproduced. The size of the fibers considered in both cases is presented
in Table II, and the concrete specimen size is 25 mm� 12.5 mm.

First, as represented in Figure 10(a), a straight single fiber with no inclination with respect to the
load direction is considered immersed on the plain concrete. The steel fiber is fixed (in the bottom
part of the concrete specimen, which is not included in the model) and the top part of the concrete
bulk is pulled up considering prescribed displacements at the top of the specimen. The nodes of
the fiber embedded in the lower part are blocked, assuming that all the deformation is concentrated
in the rest of the fiber. Plain concrete is simulated considering a damage model. The constitutive
equation of the steel fiber is taken from Figure 9(a) and Appendix A for the case of straight fibers
and � D 0o. Moreover, in Figure 10(b), the results are displayed in a load-displacement curve.

Table I. Material parameters for the damage model
for plain concrete.

Young modulus E D 30 � 109 Pa
Poisson coefficient �D 0
Fracture energy �u D 10 N
Element size le D 0.5 mm
Tensile strength ft D 3.5 � 106 Pa

Table II. Fiber dimensions for the pullout tests.

Length Embedded length Diameter

30 mm 10 mm 0.5 mm

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Pullout test considering � D 0o.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12. Direct tension test considering (a) plain concrete, (b) steel fiber reinforced concrete with straight
fibers, and (c) steel fiber reinforced concrete with hooked fibers.

Table III. Fiber dimensions.

Shape Length Diameter Number of fibers

Straight 30 mm 0.5 mm 140
Hooked 50 mm 0.5 mm 84

other end-point of the fiber is readily computed by doing

pf D pi CL .cos˛, sin˛/.

If the end-point pf lies outside of the concrete domain, the fiber generated is discarded.
In Table III, the dimensions of the fibers (based on [14]) for each case are displayed.
For the two cases of SFRC, as the length of the fibers is not the same for straight fibers than

for hooked fibers, different quantities of fibers are considered into plain concrete. In order to com-
pare under the same conditions, the same volumetric substitution amount of steel fibers into plain
concrete are considered: 0.23%.

For the steel fibers, the constitutive equations considered are based on Figure 9 and Appendix
A. The corresponding angle between the fiber and load direction (which is perpendicular to the
failure zone, and thus, coincides with the normal direction of the failure pattern) is computed, and
then the corresponding constitutive equation is defined considering the equations and the input data
presented in Appendix A.

In Figure 13, the obtained results from the simulation of the direct tension test are presented;
three load-displacement curves (one for each case: plain concrete, SFRC with straight fibers, and
SFRC with hooked fibers) in which one can observe (1) the increase of the fracture energy and (2)
the appearance of the residual strength due to the presence of the steel fibers into plain concrete.
Moreover, it is observed that the appeared residual strength is higher for the SFRC with hooked
fibers than for the SFRC with straight fibers. Therefore, the effects of the fibers are captured, and
moreover, it is observed that hooked fibers influence more than straight fibers into the plain concrete.
For a better analysis of the results, a zoom near to the load peak is done and presented in Figure 14.

In order to study the behavior in all the cases, three sampling times (pseudo-time in the quasistatic
loading process) are selected, T1, T2, and T3, as represented in Figure 13. The initial time step is rep-
resented by T0. On one hand, Figures 15–17 show the deformed mesh of plain concrete in this three
different time steps and in the initial step, for the three different materials: plain concrete, SFRC
considering straight fibers, and SFRC with hooked fibers. The influence of the fibers is observed in
these deformed meshes.

Note that the deformed meshes for both straight and hooked fibers are practically equal
(Figures 16 and 17). The differences between the two types of fibers appear in the load-displacement
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Figure 15. Deformed meshes for plain concrete (amplified �10).

Figure 16. Deformed meshes for straight steel fiber reinforced concrete (amplified �10).

Figure 17. Deformed meshes for hooked steel fiber reinforced concrete (amplified �10).

Figure 18. Straight fibers that have plastified in T1, T2, and T3 with the number of plastified fibers in
brackets.

different fiber for both cases. All the studied fibers cross the fracture pattern, therefore, are not in
the elastic range, as observed.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A new numerical strategy is presented to numerically simulate the SFRC. The main features of the
proposed approach are the following:

(i) The meshes of the concrete bulk and fiber cloud are defined independently (nonconformal).
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Figure 21. Hooked fibers: behavior of three hooked fibers (f1, f2, and f3) crossing the crack with the
constitutive equation of each fiber.

this context, the 3D extension is straightforward and allows more realistic fiber distributions (in 2D,
all the fibers are assumed to be coplanar).

In the application examples (two pullout tests with different fiber orientation and the direct tension
test), the proposed strategy provides results in qualitative agreement with the experiments and
expectations. For instance, the results of the direct tension test of SFRC show that both the energy
dissipation and residual strength increase when fibers are added.

APPENDIX A: PARAMETRIZATION OF THE CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS FOR STEEL
FIBERS DEPENDING ON THE ANGLE

For a given steel fiber, its constitutive equation is calculated without taking into account the other
fibers. The computation of the equations is based on the results from the pullout tests, which are
presented in [14, 28, 29]. The analytical expressions deduced from the pullout tests are different for
each fiber shape (straight or hooked), therefore, the two different cases are presented independently.

Straight fibers

For a given steel fiber, once the angle between this fiber and the normal direction of the failure
pattern, �, is computed, the corresponding constitutive equation is calculated. Based on [28], the
constitutive equations are defined phenomenologically considering five points ("i , �i ), as presented
in Figure A.1.

Input data for the phenomenological model include fiber’s properties as fiber diameter (d ), fiber
length (L), and shorter fiber embedded length within the concrete matrix (Le); concrete properties
as the average tensile strength (fctm); experimental results of the aligned fiber pullout test (wS01,
PS01) and (wS02, PS02); numerical parameters as the element size of the fiber (Lelem) and the area
of the fiber (Afiber); and finally, the friction coefficient (�), and the number of sides of the cracked
section at which spalling of the matrix occurs sensitive to fiber orientation (N ).

Considering all the input parameters, the five points are defined

(i) "1 D
wS01 cos�

L
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Figure A.1. Phenomenological constitutive equation of a straight fiber defined by five points.

�1 D
PS01
Afiber

(ii) "2 D "1C
.wS01 cos�C

Ld
Le
.wS02�wS01/ cos�C�wSP1/ cos�

Lelem
� wS01 cos�

Lelem

�2 D
PS01 cos�Leff.

Le�Ld
Le

C
PS02Ld
PS01Le

/C�DF1

Afiber cos�

(iii) "3 D "1C
.wS02 cos�C�wSP1/ cos�

Lelem
� wS01 cos�

Lelem

�3 D
PS02 cos�LeffC�DF1

Afiber cos�

(iv) "4 D "1C
.Le�.LSP1Cd// cos�

Lelem
� wS01 cos�

Lelem

�4 D
�DF1

Afiber cos�

(v) "5 D "1C
.Le�LSP1/ cos�

Lelem
� wS01 cos�

Lelem

�5 D 0
(vi) being

- LSP1, the matrix spalled length which satisfies aL2SP1CbLSP1Cc D 0with aD
p
2

sin�C
cos�
sin2 �

,

b D d
sin� and c D�PS01 sin�

fctm

- Ld � 6LSP1 if 6LSP1 6 Le . Otherwise, Ld D Le

- �wSP1 DNLSP1.1� cos�/

- Leff D
Le�LSP1

Le

- DF1 D PS01 sin� cos �
2

For the examples studied in the present work, the input parameters used are presented in
Table A.1, as introduced in [28].

Hooked fibers

As in the previous case, for hooked fibers, the constitutive equations are also defined depending on
the angle .�/ and considering different points. However, because of the fiber shape, the interaction is
more complex than for the straight fibers. Therefore, eight points ("i , �i ) are required for describing
the constitutive equations, as shown in Figure A.2, as presented in [29].

Table A.1. Input parameters for straight fibers.

PS01.N/ PS02.N/ wS01.mm/ wS02.mm/ d.mm/ Le.mm/ fctm.MPa/ � N

44.9 12 0.05 0.4 0.5 10 2.8 0.6 1
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Figure A.2. Phenomenological constitutive equation of a hooked fiber defined by eight points.

Input data for the phenomenological model include fiber’s properties as fiber diameter (d ), fiber
length (L), shorter fiber embedded length within the concrete matrix (Le), and the ultimate ten-
sile strength of aligned steel fibers (�u); concrete properties as the average tensile strength (fctm);
experimental results of the aligned fiber pullout test (wS01, PS01), and (wS02, PS02); experimental
information from pullout test derived from the direction of the original embedded part of the fiber
(wH01, PH01), (wH02, PH02), (wH03, PH03), and (wH04, PH04); numerical parameters as the
element size of the fiber (Lelem) and the area of the fiber (Afiber); and finally, the friction coefficient
(�), the number of sides of the cracked section at which spalling of the matrix occurs sensitive to
fiber orientation (N ) and a parameter taking into account the pullout test configuration (
).

Considering all the input parameters, the eight points are defined

(i) "1 D
wS01 cos�

L

�1 D
PS01
Afiber

(ii) "2 D "1C
.wS01C�wH01 cos�

Le�6�LSP1
Le

C�wSP1/ cos�

Lelem
� wS01 cos�

Lelem

�2 D
.PS01Leff.H2/C�PH01

Le�6�LSP1
Le

/ cos�C�DF1
Afiber cos�

(iii) "3 D "1C
.wS01C�wH01 cos�C�wSP1C�wSP2/ cos�

Lelem
� wS01 cos�

Lelem

�3 D
.PS01Leff.H3/C�PH01/ cos�C�DF2

Afiber cos�

(iv) "4 D "1C "3C
�wH02 cos2 �

Lelem
� wS01 cos�

Lelem

�4 D
.PS01Leff.H4/C

2P
iD1

�PH0i / cos�C�DF2

Afiber cos�

(v) "5 D "1C "4C
�wH03 cos2 �

Lelem
� wS01 cos�

Lelem

�5 D
.PS01Leff.H5/C

3P
iD1

�PH0i / cos�C�DF2

Afiber cos�

(vi) "6 D "1C "5C
�wH04 cos2 �

Lelem
� wS01 cos�

Lelem

�6 D
.PS02Leff.H6/C

4P
iD1

�PH0i / cos�C�DF2

Afiber cos�

(vii) "7 D "1C
.Le�.LSP1CLSP2Cd// cos�

Lelem
� wS01 cos�

Lelem

�7 D

4P
iD1

�PH0i

!
cos�C�DF2

Afiber cos�
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Table A.2. Input parameters for hooked fibers.

PS01.N/ PS02.N/ wS01.mm/ wS02.mm/ d.mm/ Le.mm/ fctm.MPa/

25 12.5 0.035 0.3 0.5 20 4.46

�u.MPa/ � N 
 PH01.N/ wH01.mm/

1150 0.6 1 9 192 0.769

PH02.N/ wH02.mm/ PH03.N/ wH03.mm/ PH04.N/ wH04.mm/

110 2.6 90 4.5 65 5

(viii) "8 D "1C
.Le�.LSP1CLSP2// cos�

Lelem
� wS01 cos�

Lelem

�8 D 0
(ix) being

- LSP1, the matrix spalled length defined for straight fibers
- LSP2 the increment of spalled matrix along fiber axis which satisfies aL2SP2C bLSP2C

c D 0 with aD
p
2

sin� C
cos�
sin2 �

, b D d
sin� C

2LSP1.cos�C
p
2/

sin� and c D
�
�PS01 sin�

fctm

�
PH01
PS01

C

LSP1
sin�

�
d CLSP1

cos�
sin�

�
- �PH01 D PH01 �PS01 and �wH01 D wH01 �wS01
- for i D 1, 2, 3, �PH0.iC1/ D PH0.iC1/ �PS0i and �wH0.iC1/ D wH0.iC1/ �wS0i
- The effective length factors at each key point Hi are defined as

Leff.H2/ D
Le �LSP1

Le

Leff.H3/ D
Le � .LSP1CLSP2/

Le

Leff.H4/ D
Le � .LSP1CLSP2C�wH02/

Le

Leff.H5/ D

Le � .LSP1CLSP2C
3P
iD2

�wH0i /

Le

Leff.H6/ D

Le � .LSP1CLSP2C
4P
iD2

�wH0i /

Le

- DF1 D PS01 sin� cos �
2

and DF 2 D PH01 sin� cos �
2

- �wSP1 DNLSP1.1� cos�/ and �wSP2 D LSP2.1� cos�/

For the examples studied in the present work, the input parameters used are presented in
Table A.2, as introduced in [29].
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